
 
 
TopTen USA At a Glance 
 
THE BASICS 

 Energy efficiency is the quickest, least lifestyle-changing route to planet-saving 
levels of greenhouse gas emissions—and a significant part of the overall 
solution. 

 If consumers chose only the most efficient large appliances, common electronics, 
and small vehicles currently available, even at current sales volume and usage 
levels, they would collectively save some 29 million metric tons of CO2-
equivalent gases in the first year alone. That would be like taking all 5+ million 
passenger vehicles in the state of Illinois off the road. 

 On average, products on a TopTen list use half the energy of a standard model. 
 
WHO WE ARE 

 A nonprofit organization dedicated to identifying and publicizing the most energy 
efficient products on the market. 

 A resource for consumers, who can find all the information they need—from 
product rankings to reviews to prices to rebate information—on our website. 

 A tool for utilities that need to reach internal or regulatory demand-side 
management goals. 

 A partner for NGOs whose members wish to limit excessive energy use and its 
negative impact on the world around us. 

 A barometer for manufacturers and retailers, who can see how their products 
stack up to their competitors’. 

 Part of an international alliance of TopTen organizations, each working toward 
the same mission in their respective countries. 

 
WHAT WE DO 

 Identify and rank the top ten—and only ten—most energy-efficient products in a 
wide range of categories, from refrigerators to laptops. 

 Rely on the best data available for each product category, including tests and 
analysis conducted by the government and independent institutions. 

 Set criteria and determine rankings independent of any manufacturer, industry, or 
government direction. 

 Present our research in a useful, easily understood format to help consumers cut 
through the clutter of product choices. 

 
WHY WE DO IT 

 To help consumers save the climate and lower their bills by making energy 
efficiency a key factor in their purchasing decisions. 

 To encourage manufacturer innovation by growing demand for increasingly 
energy-efficient products.  

 To recognize leaders in the race for energy efficiency. 
 To ease stress on the power grid, helping to prevent shortages and blackouts. 
 For the massive global impact of energy conservation, which affects issues as 

diverse as climate change, environmental pollution, national security, and your 
electricity bill. 

 
 

For more information, please visit us at www.toptenusa.org. 


